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1 Denition of the subjet and its importane
Today, there are many oasions where a large number of people gathers in
a rather small area. Oe buildings and apartment house beome larger and
more omplex. Very large events related to sports, entertainment or ultural
and religious events are held all over the world on a regular basis. This brings
about serious safety issues for the partiipants and the organizers who have
to be prepared for any ase of emergeny or ritial situation. Usually in suh
ases the partiipants have to be guided away from the dangerous area as fast
as possible. Therefore the understanding of the dynamis of large groups of
people is very important.
In general, evauation is the egress from an area, a building or vessel due
to a potential or atual threat. In the ases desribed above the dynamis of
the evauation proesses is quite omplex due to the large number of people
and their interation, external fators like re et., omplex building geome-
tries,... Evauation dynamis has to be desribed and understood on dierent
levels: physial, physiologial, psyhologial, and soial. Aordingly, the si-
enti investigation of evauation dynamis involves many researh areas and
disiplines. The system evauation proess (i.e. the population and the en-
vironment) an be modelled on many dierent levels of detail, ranging from
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hydro-dynami models to artial intelligene and multi-agent systems. There
are at least three aspets of evauation dynamis that motivate its sienti
investigation: 1) as in most many-partile systems several interesting olle-
tive phenomena an be observed that need to be explained; 2) models need
to be developed that are able to reprodue pedestrian dynamis in a realis-
ti way, and 3) the appliation of pedestrian dynamis to faility design and
emergeny preparation and management.
The investigation of evauation dynamis is a diult problem that re-
quires lose ollaboration between dierent elds. The origin of the apparent
omplexity lies in the fat that one is onerned with a many-`partile' sys-
tem with omplex interations that are not fully understood. Typially the
systems are far from equilibrium and so are e.g. rather sensitive to boundary
onditions. Motion and behaviour are inuened by several external fators
and often rowds an be rather inhomogeneous.
In this artile we want to deal with these problems from dierent perspe-
tives and will not only review the theoretial bakground, but also disuss
some onrete appliations.
2 Introdution
The awareness that emergeny exits are one of the most important fators to
ensure the safety of persons in buildings an be traed more than 100 years.
The desasters due to the res in the Ringtheater in Vienna and the urban
theater in Nizza at 1881 with several hundred fatalities lead to a rethinking of
the safety in buildings [25℄. Firstly it was tried to improve safety by using non-
ammable building materials. However, the desaster at the Troquois Theater
in Chiago with more than 500 fatalities, where only the deoration burned,
aused a rethinking. It was a starting point for studying the inuenes of
emergeny exits and thus the dynamis of pedestrian streams [25,33℄.
In reent years there were mainly two inidents inluding evauations
whih gained immense global attention. First there was the apsizing of the
Balti Sea ferry MV Estonia (September 28, 1994, 852 asualties) [100℄ and
then of ourse the terrorist attaks of 9/11 (2,749 asualties). Other prominent
examples of the possible tragi outomes of the dynamis of pedestrian rowds
are the Hillsborough stadium disaster in Sheeld (April 15, 1989, 96 asual-
ties) [183℄, the aident at Bergisel (Deember 4, 1999, 5 asualties) [190℄, the
stampede in Baghdad (August 30, 2005, 1.011 asualties), the tragedy at the
onert of The Who (Deember 3, 1979, 11 asualties) [73℄ and  very early
 the events at the rowning eremony of Tsar Niholas II. in St. Petersburg
in May 1896 with 1,300 to 3,000 fatalities (soures vary onsiderably) [169℄. In
the past tragi aidents have happened frequently in Mea during the Hajj
(1990: 1,426, 1994: 270, 1997: 343, 1998: 107, 2001: 35, 2003: 14, 2004: 244,
and 2006: 364 asualties). What stands out is that the initiating events are
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very diverse and span from external human aggression (terrorism) over exter-
nal physial dangers (re) and rumors to various shades of greedy behavior in
absene of any external danger.
Many authors have pointed out that the results of experts' investigations
and the way the media typially reports about an aident very often dier
strongly [17, 77, 109, 155, 156, 179℄. The publi disussion has a muh greater
tendeny to identify pani as ause of a disaster, while expert ommissions
often onlude that there either was no pani at all, or pani was merely a
result of some other preeding phenomenon.
The artile rst disusses the empirial basis of pedestrian dynamis in
Se. 3. Here we introdue the basi observables and desribe the main qual-
itative and quantitative results, foussing on olletive phenomena and the
fundamental diagram. It is emphasized that even for the most basi quanti-
ties no onsensus about the basi behaviour has been reahed.
In Se. 4 various model approahes that have been applied to the desrip-
tion of pedestrian dynamis are reviewed.
Se. 5 disusses more pratial issues and gives a few examples for appli-
ations to safety analysis. In this regard, predition of evauation times is an
important problem as often legal regulations have to be fullled. Here om-
merial software tools are available. A omparison shows that the results have
to be interpreted with are.
3 Empirial Results
3.1 Overview
Pedestrians are three-dimensional objets and a omplete desription of their
highly developed and ompliated motion sequene is rather diult. There-
fore usually in pedestrian and evauation dynamis the motion is treated as
two-dimensional by onsidering the vertial projetion of the body.
In the following setions we review the present knowledge of empirial
results. These are relevant not only as basis for the development of models,
but also for appliations like safety studies and legal regulations.
We start with the phenomenologial desription of olletive eets. Some
of these are known from everyday experiene and will serve as benhmark tests
for any kind of modelling approah. Any model that does not reprodue these
eets is missing some essential part of the dynamis. Next the foundations
of a quantitative desription are laid by introduing the fundamental observ-
ables of pedestrian dynamis. Diulties arise from dierent onventions and
denitions. Then pedestrian dynamis in several simple senarios (orridor,
stairs et.) is disussed. Surprisingly even for these simple ases no onsensus
about the basi quantitative properties exists. Finally, more omplex senarios
are disussed whih are ombinations of the simpler elements. Investigations
of senarios like evauations of large buildings or ships suer even more from
lak of reliable quantitative and sometimes even qualitative results.
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3.2 Colletive Eets
One of the reasons why the investigation of pedestrian dynamis is also at-
trative for physiists is the large variety of interesting olletive eets and
self-organization phenomena that an be observed. These marosopi eets
reet the individuals' mirosopi interations and thus give also important
information for any modelling approah.
• Jamming
Jamming and logging typially our for high densities at loations where
the inow exeeds the apaity. Loations with redued apaity are alled
bottleneks. Typial examples are exits (Fig. 1) or narrowings. This kind
of jamming phenomenon does not depend strongly on the mirosopi dy-
namis of the partiles. Rather it is a onsequene of an exlusion priniple:
spae oupied by one partile is not available for others.
This logging eet is typial for a bottlenek situation. It is important
for pratial appliations, espeially evauation simulations.
Fig. 1. Clogging near a bottlenek. The shape of the log is disussed in more detail
in Se. 4.5.
Other types of jamming our in the ase of ounterow where two groups
of pedestrians mutually blok eah other. This happens typially at high
densities and when it is not possible to turn around and move bak, e.g.
when the ow of people is large.
• Density waves
Density waves in pedestrian rowds an be generally haraterised as quasi-
periodi density variations in spae and time. A typial example is the
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movement in a densely rowded orridor (e.g. in subway-stations lose to
the density that auses a omplete halt of the motion) where phenomena
similar to stop-and-go vehiular tra an be observed, e.g. density u-
tuations in longitudinal diretion that move bakwards (opposite to the
movement diretion of the rowd) through the orridor. More speially,
for the situation on the Jamarat Bridge in Makkah (during the Hajj pil-
grimage 2006) stop-and-go waves have been reported. At densities of 7
persons per m
2
upstream moving stop-and-go waves of period 45 s have
been observed that lasted for 20 minutes [60℄. Fruin reports, that at o-
upanies of about 7 persons per square meter the rowd beomes almost
a uid mass. Shok waves an be propagated through the mass suient
to lift people of their feet and propel them distanes of 3 m (10 ft) or
more. [37℄.
• Lane formation
In ounterow, i.e. two groups of people moving in opposite diretions,
(dynamially varying) lanes are formed where people move in just one di-
retion [135,139,198℄. In this way, strong interations with onoming pedes-
trians are redued whih is more omfortable and allows higher walking
speeds.
The ourrene of lane formation does not require a preferene of moving
on one side. It also ours in situations without left- or right-preferene.
However, ultural dierenes for the preferred side have been observed.
Although this preferene is not essential for the phenomenon itself, it has
an inuene on the kind of lanes formed and their order.
Several quantities for the quantitative haraterization of lane formation
have been proposed. Yamori [198℄ has introdued a band index whih
is basially the ratio of pedestrians in lanes to their total number. In
[14℄ a haraterization of lane formation through the (transversal) veloity
proles at xed positions has been proposed. Lane formation has also been
predited to our in olloidal mixtures driven by an external eld [15,29,
158℄. Here an order parameter φ = 1
N
〈∑N
j=1 φj
〉
has been introdued
where φj = 1 if the lateral distane to all other partiles of the other
type is larger than a typial density-dependent length sale and φj = 0
otherwise.
The number of lanes an vary onsiderably with the total width of the
ow. Fig. 2 shows a street in the ity enter of Cologne during the World
Youth Day in Cologne (August 2005) where two omparatively large lanes
have been formed.
The number of lanes usually is not onstant and might hange in time,
even if there are relatively small hanges in density. The number of lanes
in opposite diretions is not always idential. This an be interpreted as a
sort of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Quantitative empirial studies of lane formation are rare. Experimental
result have been reported in [93℄ where two groups with varying relative
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Fig. 2. The Hohe Straÿe in Cologne during World Youth Day 2005. The yellow
line is the border of the two walking diretions.
sizes had to pass eah other in a orridor with a width of 2 m. On one
hand, similar to [198℄ a variety of dierent lane patterns were observed,
ranging from 2 to 4 lanes. On the other hand, in spite of this omplexity
surprisingly large ows ould be measured: the sum of (spei) ow and
ounterow was between 1.8 and 2.8 persons per meter and seond and
exeeded the spei ow for one-diretional motion (≈1.4 P/ms).
• Osillations
In ounterow at bottleneks, e.g. doors, one an sometimes observe osil-
latory hanges of the diretion of motion. One a pedestrian is able to pass
the bottlenek it beomes easier for others to follow in the same diretion
until somebody is able to pass (e.g. through a utuation) the bottlenek
in the opposite diretion.
• Patterns at intersetions
At intersetions various olletive patterns of motion an be formed. A
typial example are short-lived roundabouts whih make the motion more
eient. Even if these are onneted with small detours the formation of
these patterns an be favourable sine they allow for a smoother motion.
• Emergeny situations, pani
In emergeny situations various olletive phenomena have been reported
that have sometimes misleadingly been attributed to pani behaviour.
However, there is strong evidene that this is not the ase. Although a
preise aepted denition of pani is missing, usually ertain aspets are
assoiated with this onept [77℄. Typially pani is assumed to our
in situations where people ompete for sare or dwindling resoures (e.g.
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safe spae or aess to an exit) whih leads to selsh, asoial or even
ompletely irrational behaviour and ontagion that aets large groups.
A loser investigation of many rowd disasters has revealed that most of
the above harateristis have played almost no role and most of the time
have not been observed at all (see e.g. [73℄). Often the reason for these
aidents is muh simpler, e.g. in several ases the apaity of the faili-
ties was too small for the atual pedestrian tra, e.g. Lushniki Stadium
Moskau (Otober 20, 1982), Bergisel (Deember 4, 1999), pedestrian bridge
Kobe (Akashi) (July 21, 2001) [187℄. Therefore the term pani should be
avoided, rowd disaster being a more appropriate haraterisation. Also it
should be kept in mind that in dangerous situations it is not irrational to
ght for resoures (or your own life), if everybody else does this [19, 113℄.
Only from the outside this behavior is pereived as irrational sine it might
lead to a atastrophe [179℄. The latter aspet is therefore better desribed
as non-adaptive behvaiour.
We will disuss these issues in more detail in Se. 3.7.
3.3 Observables
Before we review experimental studies in this setion, the ommonly used
observables are introdued.
The ow J of a pedestrian stream gives the number of pedestrians rossing
a xed loation of a faility per unit of time. Usually it is taken as a salar
quantity sine only the ow normal to some ross-setion is onsidered. There
are various methods to measure the ow. The most natural approah is to
determine the times ti at whih pedestrians passed a xed measurement lo-
ation. The time gaps ∆ti = ti+1 − ti between two onseutitive pedestrians
i and i+ 1 are diretly related to the ow
J =
1
〈∆t〉 with 〈∆t〉 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(ti+1 − ti) = tN+1 − t1
N
. (1)
Another possibility to measure the ow of a pedestrian stream is borrowed
from uid dynamis. The ow through a faility of width b determined by the
average density ρ and the average speed v of a pedestrian stream as
J = ρ v b = Jsb . (2)
where the spei ow
7
Js = ρ v (3)
gives the ow per unit-width. This relation is also known as hydrodynami
relation.
7
In stritly one-dimensional motion often a line density (dimension: 1/length) is
used. Then the ow is given by J = ρv.
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There are several problems onerning the way how veloities, densities or
time gaps are measured and the onformane of the two denitions of the ow.
The ow aording to eq. (1) is usually measured as a mean value over time at
a ertain loation while the measurement of the density in eq. (2) is onneted
with an instantaneous mean value over spae. This an lead to a bias aused
by the underestimation of fast moving pedestrians at the average over spae
ompared to the mean value of the ow over time at a single measurement line,
see the disussion for vehiular tra e.g. in [52, 81, 102℄. Furthermore most
experimental studies measuring the ow aording to equation (2) ombine
for tehnial reasons a average veloity of a single pedestrian over time with
an instantaneous density. To ensure a orrespondene of the mean values the
average veloity of all pedestrians ontributing to the density at a ertain
instant has to be onsidered. However this proedure is very time onsuming
and not realised in pratie up to now. Moreover the fat that the dimension
of the test setion has usually the same order of magnitude as the extent of
the pedestrians an inuene the averages over spae. These all are possible
fators why dierent measurements an dier in a large way, see disussion in
Se. 3.4.
Another way to quantify the pedestrian load of failities has been proposed
by Fruin [36℄. The pedestrian area module is given by the reiproal of the
density. Thompson and Marhant [185℄ introdued the so-alled inter-person
distane d, whih is measured between entre oordinates of the assessing and
obstruting persons. Aording to the pedestrian area module Thompson
and Marhant all
√
1
ρ
the average inter-person distane for a pedestrian
stream of evenly spaed persons [185℄. An alternative denition is introdued
in [58℄ where the loal density is obtained by averaging over a irular region
of radius R,
ρ(r, t) =
∑
j
f(rj(t)− r), (4)
where rj(t) are the positions of the pedestrians j in the surrounding of r and
f(...) is a Gaussian, distane-dependent weight funtion.
In ontrast to the density denitions above, Predtehenskii and Milinskii
[152℄ onsider the ratio of the sum of the projetion area fj of the bodies and
the total area of the pedestrian stream A, dening the (dimensionless) density
ρ˜ as
ρ˜ =
∑
j fj
A
, (5)
a quantity known as oupany in the ontext of vehiular tra. Sine the
projetion area fj depends strongly on the type of person (e.g. it is muh
smaller for a hild than an adult), the densities for dierent pedestrian streams
onsisting of the same number of persons and the same stream area an be
quite dierent.
Beside tehnial problems due to amera distortions and amera perspe-
tive there are several oneptual problems, like the assoiation of averaged
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with instantaneous quantities, the neessity to hoose an observation area
in the same order of magnitude as the extent of a pedestrian together with
the denition of the density of objets with non zero extent and muh more.
A detailed analysis how the way of measurement inuenes the relations is
neessary but still laking.
3.4 Fundamental Diagram
The fundamental diagram desribes the empirial relation between density ρ
and ow J . The name already indiates its importane and naturally it has
been the subjet of many investigations. Due to the hydrodynami relation
(3) there are three equivalent forms: Js(ρ), v(ρ) and v(Js). In appliations
the relation is a basi input for engineering methods developed for the design
and dimensioning of pedestrian failities [36, 136, 150℄. Furthermore it is a
quantitative benhmark for models of pedestrian dynamis [21, 83, 112,177℄.
In this setion we will onentrate on planar failities like sidewalks, orri-
dors or halls. For various failities like oors, stairs or ramps the shape of the
diagrams dier, but in general it is assumed that the fundamental diagrams
for the same type of failities but dierent widths merge into one diagram for
the spei ow Js. In rst order this is onrmed by measurements on dier-
ent widths [50,135,139,142℄. However, Navin and Wheeler observed in narrow
sidewalks more orderly movement leading to slightly higher spei ows than
for wider sidewalks [135℄. A natural lower bound for the independene of the
spei ow from the width is given by the body size and the asymmetry in
movement possibilities of the human body. Surprisingly Kretz et al. found an
inrease of the spei ow for bottleneks with b ≤ 0.7 m [92℄. This will be
disussed in more detail later. For the following disussion we assume faility
widths larger than b = 0.6 m and use the most ommon representations Js(ρ)
and v(ρ).
Fig. 3 shows various fundamental diagrams used in planing guidelines and
measurements of two seleted empirial studies representing the overall range
of the data. The omparison reveals that speiations and measurements
disagree onsiderably. In partiular the maximum of the funtion giving the
apaity Js,max ranges from 1.2 (ms)
−1
to 1.8 (ms)−1, the density value where
the maximum ow is reahed ρc ranges from 1.75 m
−2
to 7 m−2 and, most
notably, the density ρ0 where the veloity approahes zero due to overrowding
ranges from 3.8 m−2 to 10 m−2.
Several explanations for these deviations have been suggested, inluding
ultural and population dierenes [58,116℄, dierenes between uni- and mul-
tidiretional ow [99, 135, 154℄, short-ranged utuations [154℄, inuene of
psyhologial fators given by the inentive of the movement [150℄ and, par-
tially related to the latter, the type of tra (ommuters, shoppers) [139℄.
It seems that the most elaborate fundamental diagram is given by Wei-
dmann who olleted 25 data sets. An examination of the data whih were
10 A. Shadshneider et al.
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Fig. 3. Fundamental diagrams for pedestrian movement in planar failities. The
lines refer to speiations aording to planing guidelines (SFPE Handbook [136℄),
Predtehenskii and Milinskii (PM) [150℄, Weidmann (WM) [193℄). Data points give
the range of experimental measurements (Older [142℄ and Helbing [58℄).
inluded in Weidmann's analysis shows that most measurements with den-
sities larger then ρ = 1.8 m−2 are performed on multidiretional streams
[135, 139, 140, 142, 148℄. But also data gained by measurements on stritly
unidiretional streams has been onsidered [36, 50, 189℄. Thus Weidmann ne-
gleted dierenes between uni- and multidiretional ow in aordane with
Fruin, who states in his often ited book [36℄ that the fundamental diagrams
of multidiretional and unidiretional ow dier only slightly. This disagrees
with results of Navin and Wheeler [135℄ and Lam et al. [99℄ who found a
redution of the ow in dependene of diretional imbalanes. Here lane for-
mation in bidiretional ow has to be onsidered. Bidiretional pedestrian
ow inludes unordered streams as well as lane-separated and thus quasi-
unidiretional streams in opposite diretions. A more detailed disussion and
data an be found in [99, 135, 154℄. A surprising nding is that the sum of
ow and ounterow in orridors is larger than the unidiretional ow and for
equally distributed loads it an be twie the unidiretional ow [93℄.
Another explanation is given by Helbing et al. [58℄ who argue that ultural
and population dierenes are responsible for the deviations between Weid-
mann and their data. In ontrast to this interpretation the data of Hanking
and Wright [50℄ gained by measurements in the London subway (UK) are
in good agreement with the data of Mori and Tsukaguhi [115℄ measured in
the entral business distrit of Osaka (Japan), both on stritly uni-diretional
streams. This brief disussion learly shows that up to now there is no on-
sensus about the origin of the disrepanies between dierent fundamental
diagrams and how one an explain the shape of the funtion.
However, all diagrams agree in one harateristi: veloity dereases with
inreasing density. As the disussion above indiates there are many possible
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reasons and auses for the veloity redution. For the movement of pedestrians
along a line a linear relation between speed and the inverse of the density was
measured in [176℄. The speed for walking pedestrians depends also linearly
on the step size [193℄ and the inverse of the density an be regarded as the
required length of one pedestrian to move. Thus it seems that smaller step
sizes aused by a redution of the available spae with inreasing density is, at
least for a ertain density region, one ause for the derease of speed. However,
this is only a starting point for a more elaborated modeling of the fundamental
diagram.
3.5 Bottlenek Flow
The ow of pedestrians through bottleneks shows a rih variety of phenom-
ena, e.g. the formation of lanes at the entrane to the bottlenek [65,66,92,175℄,
logging and blokages at narrow bottleneks [25,53,92,121,122,150℄ or some
speial features of bidiretional bottlenek ow [53℄. Moreover, the estima-
tion of bottlenek apaities by the maxima of fundamental diagrams is an
important tool for the design and dimensioning of pedestrian failities.
Capaity and bottlenek width
One of the most important pratial questions is how the apaity of the bot-
tlenek inreases with rising width. Studies of this dependene an be traed
bak to the beginning of the last entury [25,33℄ and are up to now disussed
ontroversially. As already mentioned in the ontext of the fundamental di-
agram there are multiple possible inuenes on pedestrian ow and thus on
the apaity. In the following the major ndings are outlined, demonstrating
the omplexity of the system and doumenting a ontroversial disussion over
one hundred years.
At rst sight, a stepwise inrease of apaity with the width appears to be
natural if lanes are formed. For independent lanes, where pedestrians in one
lane are not inuened by those in others, the apaity inreases only if an
additional lane an be formed. This is reeted in the stepwise enlargement
of exit width whih is up to now a requirement of several building odes and
design reommendations, see e.g. the disussion in [146℄ for the USA and GB
and [130℄ for Germany. E.g. the German building ode requires an exit width
(e.g. for a door) to be 90 m at least and 60 m for every 200 persons. In-
dependently from this simple lane model Hoogendoorn and Daamen [65, 66℄
measured by a laboratory experiment the trajetories of pedestrians passing
a bottlenek. The trajetories show that inside a bottlenek the formation of
lanes ours, resulting from the zipper eet during entering the bottlenek.
Due to the zipper eet, a self-organization phenomenon leading to an op-
timization of the available spae and veloity, the lanes are not independent
and thus do not allow passing (Fig. 4). The empirial results of [65, 66℄ indi-
ate a distane between lanes of d ≈ 0.45 m, independent of the bottlenek
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width b, implying a stepwise inrease of apaity. However, the investigation
was restrited to two values (b = 1.0 m and b = 2.0 m) of the width.
Fig. 4. A sketh of the zipper eet with ontinuously inreasing lane distanes in
x: The distane in the walking diretion dereases with inreasing lateral distane.
Density and veloities are the same in all ases, but the ow inreases ontinuously
with the width of the setion.
In ontrast, the study [175℄ onsidered more values of the width and found
that the lane distane inreases ontinuously as illustrated in Fig. 4. Moreover
it was shown that the ontinuous inrease of the lane distane leads to a very
weak dependene of the density and veloity inside the bottlenek on its width.
Thus in referene to eq. (2) the ow does not neessarily depend on the number
of lanes. This is onsistent with ommon guidelines and handbooks
8
whih
assume that the apaity is a linear funtion of the width [36,136,150,193℄. It
is given by the maximum of the fundamental diagram and in referene to the
spei ow onept introdued in Setion 3.3, eqs. (2), (3), the maximum
grows linearly with the faility width. To nd a onlusive judgement on
the question if the apaity grows ontinuously with the width the results of
dierent laboratory experiments [92,121,122,131,175℄ are ompared in [175℄.
In the following we disuss the data of ow measurement olleted in Fig. 5.
The orresponding setups are skethed in Fig. 6. First one has to note that all
presented data are taken under laboratory onditions where the test persons
are advised to move normally. The data by Muir et al. [121℄, who studied the
evauation of airplanes (see Fig. 6(b)), seem to support the stepwise inrease
of the ow with the width. They show onstant ow values for b > 0.6 m. But
the independene of the ow over the large range from b = 0.6 m to b = 1.8 m
indiates that in this speial setup the ow is not restrited by the bottlenek
8
One exeption is the German MVStättV [130℄, see above.
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Fig. 5. Inuene of the width of a bottlenek on the ow. Experimental data
[121, 122, 131, 175℄ of dierent types of bottleneks and initial onditions. All data
are taken under laboratory onditions where the test persons are advised to move
normally.
(a) Kretz (b) Muir () Müller
(d) Nagai (e) Seyfried
Fig. 6. Outlines of the experimental arrangements under whih the data shown in
Figure 5 were taken.
width. Moreover it was shown in [175℄ by determination of the trajetories
that the distane between lanes hanges ontinuously, invalidating the basi
assumption leading to a stepwise inreasing ow. Thus all olleted data for
ow measurements in Fig. 5 are ompatible with a ontinuous and almost
linear inrease with the bottlenek width for b > 0.6 m.
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Surprisingly the data in Fig. 5 dier onsiderably in the values of the bot-
tlenek apaity. In partiular the ow values of Nagai [131℄ and Müller [122℄
are muh higher than the maxima of empirial fundamental diagrams, see
Se. 3.4. The inuene of pani or pushing an be exluded sine in all ex-
periment the partiipants were instruted to move normally. The omparison
of the dierent experimental setups (Fig. 6) shows that the exat geometry
of the bottlenek is of only minor inuene on the ow while a high initial
density in front of the bottlenek an inrease the resulting ow values. This
is onrmed by the study of Nagai et al., see Figure 6 in [131℄. There it is
shown that for b = 1.2 m the ow grows from J = 1.04 s−1 to 3.31 s−1 when
the initial density is inreased from 0.4 m−2 to 5 m−2.
The linear dependene of the ow on the width has a natural limitation
due to the non-zero body-size and the asymmetry given by the sequene of
movement in steps. The moving of pedestrians through bottleneks smaller
than the shoulder width, requires a rotation of the body. Surprisingly Kretz
et al. found in their experiment [92℄ that the spei ow Js inreases if the
width dereases from b = 0.7 m to b = 0.4 m.
Connetion between bottlenek ow and fundamental diagrams
An interesting question is how the bottlenek ow is onneted to the funda-
mental diagram. General results for driven diusive systems [149℄ show that
boundary onditions only selet between the states of the undisturbed system
instead of reating ompletely dierent ones. Therefore it is surprising that
the measured maximal ow at bottleneks an exeed the maximum of the
empirial fundamental diagram. These questions are related to the ommon
jamming riterion. Generally it is assumed that a jam ours if the inoming
ow exeeds the apaity of the bottlenek. In this ase one expets the ow
through the bottlenek to ontinue with the apaity (or lower values).
The data presented in [175℄ show a more ompliated piture. While the
density in front of the bottlenek amounts to ρ ≈ 5.0 (±1) m−2, the density
inside the bottlenek tunes around ρ ≈ 1.8m−2. The observation that the
density inside the bottlenek is lower than in front of the bottlenek is onsis-
tent with measurements of Daamen and Hoogendoorn [22℄ and the desription
given by Predtehenskii and Milinskii in [150℄. The latter assumes that in the
ase of a jam the ow through the bottlenek is determined by the ow in front
of the bottlenek. The density inside the jam will be higher than the density
assoiated with the apaity. Thus the redued ow in front of the bottlenek
auses a ow through the bottlenek smaller than the bottlenek apaity.
Correspondingly the assoiated density is also smaller than that at apa-
ity. But the disussion above an not explain why the apaities measured at
bottleneks are signiant higher than the maxima of empirial fundamental
diagrams and ast doubts on the ommon jamming riterion. Possible unon-
sidered inuenes are stohasti ow utuations, non-stationarity of the ow,
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ow interferenes due to the neessity of loal organization or hanges of the
inentive during the aess into the bottlenek.
Blokages in ompetitive situations
As stated above all data olleted in gure 5 are gained by runs where the
test persons were instruted to move normally. By denition a bottlenek is
a limited resoure and it is possible that under ompetitive situation pedes-
trian ow through bottleneks is dierent from the ow in normal situations.
One qualitative dierene to normal situations is the ourane of blokages.
Regarding the term `pani' one has to bear in mind that for the ourane
of blokages some kind of reward is essential while the emotional state of the
test persons is not. This was a result of a very interesting and often ited
study by Mintz [113℄. First experiments with real pedestrians have been per-
formed by Diekmann [25℄ in 1911 as reation to many fatalities in theater
res at the end of the 19th entury. In these small sale experiments test
persons were instruted to go through great trouble to pass the door as fast
as possible. Even in the rst run he observed a stable wedging. In [150℄ it
is desribed how these obstrution ours due to the formation of arhes in
front of the door under high pressure. This is very similar to the well-known
phenomenon of arhing ouring in the ow of granular materials through
narrow openings [195℄.
Systemati studies inluding the inuene of the shape and width of the
bottlenek and the omparison with ow values under normal situations have
been performed by Müller and Muir et al. [121,122℄. Müller found that funnel-
like geometries support the formation of arhes and thus blokages. For the
further disussion one has to distinguish between temporary blokages and
stable blokages leading to a zero ow. For the setup skethed in Fig. 6()
Müller found that temporary blokages our only for b < 1.8m. For b ≤ 1.2m
the ow shows strong pulsing due to unstable blokages. Temporal disruptions
of the ow establish for b ≤ 1.0 m. In omparison to normal situations the
ow is higher and in general the ourrene of blokages derease with width.
However a surprising result is that for narrow bottleneks inreasing the width
an be ounterprodutive sine it also inreases the probability of blokages.
Muir et al. for example note that in their setup (Fig. 6(b)) the enlargement
of the width from b = 0.5 m to b = 0.6 m leads to an inrease of temporary
blokages. The authors explain this by dierenes in the pereption of the
situation by the test persons. While the smaller width is learly passable only
for one person the wider width may lead to the pereption that the bottlenek
is suiently wide to allow two persons to pass through. How many people
have diret aess to the bottlenek is learly inuened by the width of the
orridor in front of the bottlenek. Also Müller found hints that ow under
ompetitive situations did not inrease in general with the bottlenek width.
He notes an optimal ratio of 0.75 : 1 between the bottlenek width and the
width of the orridor in front of the bottlenek.
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To redue the ourrene of blokages and thus evauation times, Helbing
et al. [55, 57, 86℄ suggested to put a olumn (asymmetrially) in front of a
bottlenek. It should be emphasized that this theoretial predition was made
under the assumption that the system parameters, i.e. the basi behaviour
of the pedestrians, does not hange in the presene of the olumn. This is
highly questionable in real situations where the olumns an be pereived as
an additional obstale or even make it diult to nd the exit. In experiments
[53℄ an inrease of the ow of about 30% has been observed for a door with
b = 0.82 m. But this experiment was only performed for one width and
the disussion above indiates the strong inuene of the spei setup used.
Independent of this unertainty this onept is limited, as the ourrene of
stable arhes, to narrow bottleneks. In pratie narrow bottleneks are not
suitable for a large number of people and an opening in a room has also other
important funtionalities, whih would be restrited by a olumn.
Another surprising nding is the observation that the total ow at bot-
tleneks with bidiretional movement is higher than it is for unidiretional
ows [53℄.
3.6 Stairs
In most evauation senarios stairs are important elements that are a major
determinant for the evauation time. Due to their physial dimension whih is
often smaller than other parts of a building or due to a redued walking speed,
stairs generally have to be onsidered as bottleneks for the ow of evauees.
For the movement on stairs, just as for the movement on at terrain, the
fundamental diagram is of entral interest. Compared to the latter one there
are more degrees of freedom, whih inuene the fundamental diagram:
- One has to distinguish between upward and downward movement.
- The inuene of riser height and tread length (whih determine the inline)
has to be taken into aount.
- For upward motion exhaustion eets lead to a strong time dependene
of the free speed.
It is probably a onsequene of the existene of a ontinuum of fundamental
diagrams in dependene of the inline that there are no generally aepted
fundamental diagrams for the movement on stairs. However, there are studies
on various details  mostly the free speed  of motion on stairs in dependene
of the inline [36,39,40,47℄, onditions (omfortable, normal, dangerous) [152℄,
age and sex [36℄, tread width [34℄, and the length of a stair [94℄; and in
onsideration of various disablements [11℄.
In addition there are some ompilations or meta studies: Graat [47℄ om-
piled a list of apaity measurements and Weidmann [193℄ built an average of
58 single studies and found an average for the horizontal upstairs speed  the
speed when the motion is projeted to the horizontal level  of 0.610 m/s.
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Depending on the various parameters of aforesaid studies, those studies
report horizontal upward walking speeds varying over a wide range from 0.391
to 1.16 m/s. Interestingly on one and the same short stairs it ould be observed
[94℄ that people on average walked faster up- than downwards.
There is also a model where the upstairs speed is alulated from the stair
geometry (riser and tread) [184℄ and an empirial investigation of the ollision
avoidane behavior on stairs [38℄.
On stairs (up- as well as downward) people like to put their hand on the
handrail, i.e. they tend to walk lose to walls, even if there is no ounterow.
This is in ontrast to movement on at terrain, where at least in situations of
low density there is a tendeny to keep some distane from walls.
The movement on stairs is typially assoiated with a redution of the
walking speed. For upward motion this follows from the inreased physial
eort upward motion requires. This has two aspets, rst there is the physial
potential energy that a pedestrian has to supply if he wants to rise in height,
seond the motion proess itself is more exertive - the leg has to be lifted
higher - than during motion on a level, even if this motion proess is exeuted
only on the spot. Conerning the potential energy there is no omparable
eet for people going downstairs. But still one an observe jams forming at
the upper end of downstairs streams. These are due to the slight hesitation
that ours when pedestrians synhronize their steps with the geometry of the
(down-)stairs ahead. Therefore the bottlenek harater of downstairs is less
a onsequene of the speed on the stairs itself and more of the transition from
planar to downward movement, at least as long as the steps are not overly
steep.
3.7 Evauations: Empirial results
Up to now this setion has foussed on empirial results for pedestrian motion
in rather simple senarios. As we have seen there are many open questions
where no onsensus has been reahed, sometimes even about the qualitative
aspets. This beomes even more relevant for full-sale desriptions of evau-
ations from large buildings or ruise ships. These are typially a ombination
of many of the simpler elements. Therefore a lak of reliable information is
not surprising. In the following we will disuss several omplex senarios in
more detail.
Evauation Experiments
In the ase of an emergeny, the movement of a rowd usually is more straight-
forward than in the general ase. Commuters in a railway station, for example,
or visitors of a building might have omplex itineraries whih are usually rep-
resented by origin-destination matries. In the ase of an evauation, however,
the aims and routes are known and usually the same, i.e. the exits and the
egress routes. This is the reason why an evauation proess is rather stritly
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limited in spae and time, i.e. its beginning and end are well-dened (sound
of the alarm, initial position of all persons, safe areas, nal position of all
persons, and the time, the last person reahes the safe area). When all people
have left a building or vessel and reahed a safe area (or the lifeboats or lifer-
afts), then the evauation is nished. Therefore, it is also possible to perform
evauation trials and measure overall evauation times. Before we go into de-
tails, we will larify three dierent aspets of data on evauation proesses:
(1) the denition and parts of evauation time, (2) the dierent soures of
data, and (3) the appliation of these data.
Conerning the evauation time ve dierent phases an be distinguished
[49, 118, 153℄: (1) detetion time, (2) awareness time, (3) deision time, (4)
reation time, and (5) movement time. In IMO's regulations [118, 119℄, the
rst four are grouped together into response time. Usually, this time is are
alled pre-movement time
One possible sheme for the lassiation of data on evauation proesses
is shown in the following Fig. 7. Please note that not only data obtained from
evacuationaccident
reports exercise
movement
experiments
obser−
vations
emergency
controlled
normal
uncontrolled
Fig. 7. Empirial data an be roughly lassied aording to ontrolled/unontrolled
and emergeny/normal situations.
unontrolled or emergeny situations an be used in the ontext of evaua-
tion assessment. Espeially knowledge about bottlenek apaities (i.e. ows
through doors and on stairs) is very important when assessing the layout of a
building with respet to evauation. The purpose of empirial data in the on-
text of evauation proesses (and modelling in general) is threefold [44, 71℄:
(1) identify parameters (fators that inuene the evauation proess, e.g.
bottlenek widths and apaities), (2) quantify (alibrate) those parameters,
e.g. ow through a bottlenek in persons per meter and seond, and (3) val-
idate simulation results, e.g. ompare the overall evauation time measured
in an evauation with simulation or alulation results. The validation part
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is ususally based on data for the evauation of omplete buildings, airraft,
trains or ships. These are available from two dierent soures: (1) full sale
evauation trials and (2) real evauations. Evauation trials are usually ob-
served and videotaped. Reports of real evauation proesses are obtained from
eye-witness reords and a posteriori inident investigations. Sine the setting
of a omplete evauation is not experimental, it is hardly possible to mea-
sure mirosopi features of the rowd motion. Therefore, the alibration of
parameters is usually not the main purpose in evauation trials, but they are
arried out to gain knowledge about the overall evauation proess and the
behavior of the persons and to identify the governing inuenes/parameters
and validate simulation results.
One major onern in evauation exerises is the well-being of the par-
tiipants. Due to pratial, nanial, and ethial onstraints, an evauation
trial annot be realisti by its very nature. Therefore, an evauation exerise
does not onvey the inreased stress of a real evauation. To draw onlusions
on the evauation proess, the walking speed observed in an exerise should
not be assumed to be higher in a real evauation [145℄. Along the same lines
of argument, a simplied evauation analysis based on e.g. a hydro-dynami
model rather predits an evauation exerise and the same onstraints apply
for its results onerning the predition of evauation times and the evaua-
tion proess. If the population parameters (like gender, age, walking speed,
et.) are expliitly stated in the model, inreased stress an be simulated by
adapting these parameters.
In summary, evauation exerises are just too expensive, time onsuming,
and dangerous to be a standard measure for evauation analysis. An evaua-
tion exerise organized by the UK Marine Coastguard Ageny on the Ro-Ro
ferry Stena Invita held in Dover Harbor in 1996 ost more than 10,000
GBP [117℄. This one major argument for the use of evauation simulations
(resp. evauation analysis based on hydro-dynami models and alulations).
Pani, Herding, and Similar Conjetured Colletive Phenomena
As already mentioned earlier in Se. 3.2, the onept of pani and its rele-
vane for rowd disasters is rather ontroversial. It is usually used to desribe
irrational and unsoial behavior. In the ontext of evauations empirial ev-
idene shows that this type of behavior is rare [3, 17, 77, 179℄. On the other
hand there are indiations that fear might be ontageous [23℄. Related on-
epts like herding and stampede seem to indiate a ertain similarity of the
behaviour of human rowds with animal behavior. This terminology is quite
often used in the publi media. Herding has been desribed in animal experi-
ments [166℄ and is diult to measure in human rowds. However, it seems to
be natural that herding exists in ertain situations, e.g. limited visibility due
to failing lights or strong smoke when exits are hard to nd.
Pani  As stated earlier, pani behaviour is usually haraterized by
selsh and anti-soial behaviour whih through ontagion aets large groups
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and even leads to ompletely irrational ations. Often it is assumed, espe-
ially in the media, to our in situations where people ompete for sare
or dwindling resoures, whih in the ase of emergengies are safe spae or
aess to an exit. However, this point of view does not stand lose srutiny
and it has turned out that this behaviour has played no role at all in many
tragi events [73, 77℄. For these inidents rowd disaster is then a muh more
appropriate haraterisation.
Furthermore, lak of soial behavior seems to be more frequent during
so alled aquisitive panis or razes [180℄ than during ight panis. I.e.
soial behavior seems to be less stable if there is something to gain than if there
is some external danger whih threatens all members of a group. Examples for
razes (aquisitive panis) inlude the Vitoria Hall Disaster (1883) [150℄, the
rowning eremony of Tsar Niholas II (1896) [169℄, a governmental Christmas
elebration in Araaju (2001), the distribution of free Saris in Uttar Pradesh
(2004), and the opening of an IKEA store in Jeddah (2004). Crowd aidents
whih our at rok onerts and religious events as well bear more similarities
with razes than with panis.
However, it is not the ase that altruism and ooperation inrease with
danger. The events during the apsizing of the MV Estonia (see se. 16.6 of
[100℄) show some behavioral threshold: immediately faed with life-threatening
danger, most people struggle for their own survival or that of lose relatives.
Herding  Herding in a broad ontext means go with the ow or fol-
low the rowd. Like pani, the term herding is often used in the ontext
of stok market rashes, i.e. ausing an avalanhe eet. Like pani the term
is usually not well dened and used in an allegori way. Therefore, it is advis-
able to avoid the term in a sienti ontext (apart from zoology, of ourse).
Furthermore, herding, stampede, and pani have a strong onnotation
of deindividuation. The onjeture of an automati deindividuation aused
by large rowds [101℄ has been replaed by a soial attahment theory (the
typial response to a variety of threats and disasters is not to ee but to seek
the proximity of familiar persons and plaes) [109℄.
Stampede  Stampede is  like herding  a term from zoology where
herds of large mammals like bualos olletively run in one diretion and
might overrun any obstales. This is dangerous for human observers if they
annot get out of the way. The term stampede is sometimes used for rowd
aidents [73℄, too. It is furthermore assumed to be highly orrelated with
pani. When arguing along those lines, a stampede might be the result of
rowd pani or vie versa.
Shok or density waves  Shok waves are reported for rok onerts
[181℄ and religious events [2, 58℄. They might result in people standing lose
to eah other falling down. Pressures in dense rowds of up to 4, 450 N/m2
have been reported.
Although empirial data on rowd disasters exist, e.g. in the form of re-
ports from survivors or even video footage, it is almost impossible to derive
quantitative results from them. Models that aim at desribing suh senarios
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make preditions for ertain ounter-intuitive phenomena that should our.
In the faster-is-slower eet [57℄ a higher desired veloity leads to a slower
movement of a large rowd. In the freezing-by-heating eet [56℄ inreasing
the utuations an lead to a more ordered state. For a thorough disussion
we refer to [55, 57℄ and referenes therein. However, from a statistial point
of view there is no suient data to deide the relevane of these eets in
real emergeny situations, also beause it is almost impossible to perform
realisti experiments.
Soures of Empirial Data on Evauation Proesses
The evauation of a building an either be an isolated proess (due to re
restrited to this building, a bomb threat, et.) or it an be part of the evau-
ation of a omplete area. We will fous on the single building evauation, here.
For the evauation of omplete areas, e.g. beause of ooding or hurrianes,
f. [157℄ and referenes therein.
For passenger ships, a distintion between High Speed Craft (HSC), Ro-
Ro passenger ferries, and other passenger vessels (ruise ships) is made. High
Speed Craft do not have abins and the seating arrangement is similar to air-
raft. Therefore, there is a separate guideline for HSC [119℄. An performane-
based evauation analysis at an early stage of design is required for HSC
and Ro-Pax. There is urrently no suh requirement for ruiseships. For an
overview over IMO's requirements and the historial development up to 2001
f. [28℄. In addition to the ve omponents for the overall evauation time listed
above, there are three more spei for ships: (6) preparation time (for the
life-saving applianes, i.e. lifeboats, life-rafts, davits, hutes), (7) embarkation
time, and (8) launhing time. Therefore, the evauation proedure on ships is
more omplex than for buildings. Additionally, SAR (Searh And Resue) is
an integral part of ship evauation.
For High Speed Craft, the time limit is 17 minutes for evauation [18℄, for
Ro-Ro passenger ships it is 60 minutes [118℄, and for all other passenger ships
(e.g. ruise ships) it is 60 minutes if the number of main vertial zones is less
or equal than ve and 80 minutes otherwise [118℄. For HSC, no distintion is
made between assembly and embarkation phase.
For airraft, the approah an be ompared to that of HSC. Firstly, an
evauation test is mandatory and there is a time limit of 90 seonds that has
to be omplied to in the test [32℄.
In many ountries there is no strit riterion for the maximum evauation
time of buildings of buildings. The requirements are based on minimum exit
widths and maximum esape path lengths.
A number of real evauations has been investigated and reports are pub-
lily available. Among the most reent ones are: Beverly Hills Club [12℄, MGM
Grand Hotel, [12℄, retail store [4℄, department store [1℄, World Trade Cen-
ter [48℄ and www.wt.nist.gov, high-rise buildings [144, 174℄, theatre [192℄
for buildings, High Speed Craft Sleipner [138℄ for HSC, an overview up
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to 1998 [143℄, exit width variation [121℄, double dek airraft [74℄, another
overview from 2002 [120℄ for airraft, and for trains [44, 170℄.
4 Modelling
A omprehensive theory of pedestrian dynamis has to take into aount three
dierent levels of behaviour (Fig. 8). At the strategi level, pedestrians deide
whih ativities they like to perform and the order of these ativities. With the
hoies made at the strategi level, the tatial level onerns the short-term
deisions made by the pedestrians, e.g. hoosing the preise route taking into
aount obstales, density of pedestrians et. Finally, the operational level
desribes the atual walking behaviour of pedestrians, e.g. their immediate
deisions neessary to avoid ollisions et. The proesses at the strategi and
Fig. 8. The dierent levels of modelling pedestrian behaviour (after [20, 64℄).
tatial level are usually onsidered to be exogenous to the pedestrian simu-
lation. Here information from other disiplines (soiology, psyhology et.) is
required. In the following we will mostly be onerned with the operational
level, although some of the models that we are going to desribe allow to take
into aount ertain elements of the behaviour at the tatial level as well.
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Modelling on the operational level is usually based on variations of models
from physis. Indeed the motion of pedestrian rowds has ertain similari-
ties with uids or the ow of granular materials. The goal is to nd models
whih are as simple as possible, but at the same time an reprodue realisti
behaviour in the sense that the empirial observations are reprodued. There-
fore, based on the experiene from physis, pedestrians are often modelled as
simple partiles that interat with eah other.
There are several harateristis whih an be used to lassify the mod-
elling approahes:
• mirosopi vs. marosopi: In mirosopi models eah individual
is represented separately. Suh an approah allows to introdue dierent
types of pedestrians with individual properties as well as issues like route
hoie. In ontrast, in marosopi models dierent individuals an not be
distinguished. Instead the state of the system is desribed by densities,
usually a mass density derived from the positions of the persons and a
orresponding loally averaged veloity.
• disrete vs. ontinuous: Eah of the three basi variables for a desrip-
tion of a system of pedestrians, namely spae, time and state variable (e.g.
veloities), an be either disrete (i.e. an integer number) or ontinuous (i.e.
a real number). Here all ombinations are possible. In a ellular automaton
approah all variables are by denition disrete whereas in hydrodynami
models all are ontinuous. These are the most ommon hoies, but other
ombinations are used as well. Sometimes for a ellular automata approah
also a ontinuous time variable is allowed. In omputer simulation this is
realized through a random-sequential update where at eah step the parti-
le or site to be updated (moved) is hosen randomly (from all partiles or
sites, respetively). A disrete time is usually realized through the parallel
or synhronous update where all partiles or sites are moved at the same
time. This introdues a timesale. In so-alled oupled map latties time
is disrete whereas spae and state variables are ontinuous.
• deterministi vs. stohasti: The dynamis of pedestrians an either be
deterministi or stohasti. In the rst ase the behaviour at a ertain time
is ompletely determined by the present state. In stohasti models, the
behaviour is ontrolled by ertain probabilities suh that the agents an
reat dierently in the same situation. This is one of the lessons learnt from
the theory of omplex systems where it has been shown for many examples
that through introdution of stohastiity into rather simple systems very
omplex behaviour an be generated. On the other hand, the stohastiity
in the models reets our lak of knowledge of the underlying physial pro-
esses that e.g. determine the deision-making of the pedestrians. Through
stohasti behavioural rules it beomes then often possible to generate a
rather realisti representation of omplex systems like pedestrian rowds.
This intrinsi stohastiity should be distinguished from noise. Some-
times external noise terms are added to the marosopi observables, like
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the position or veloity. Often the main eet of these terms is to avoid
ertain speial ongurations whih are onsidered to be unrealisti, like
ompletely bloked states. Otherwise the behaviour is very similar to the
deterministi ase. For true stohastiity, on the other hand, the determin-
isti limit usually has very dierent properties from the generi ase.
• rule-based vs. fore-based: Interations between the agents an be im-
plemented in at least two dierent ways: In a rule-based approah agents
make deisions based on their urrent situation and that in their neigh-
bourhood as well as their goals et. It fousses on the intrinsi properties
of the agents and thus the rules are often justied from psyhology. In
fore-based models, agents feel a fore exerted by others and the in-
frastruture. They therefore emphasize the extrinsi properties and their
relevane for the motion of the agents. It is an physial approah based
on the observation that the presene of others leads to deviations from
a straight motion. In analogy to Newtonian mehanis a fore is made
responsible for these aelerations.
Cellular automata are typially rule-based models, whereas e.g. the soial-
fore model belongs to the fore-based approahes. However, sometimes a
lear distintion an not be made and many models ombine aspets of
both approahes.
• high vs. low delity: Fidelity here refers to the apparent realism of the
modelling approah. High delity models try to apture the omplexity of
deision making, ations et. that onstitute pedestrian motion in a realis-
ti way. In ontrast, in the simplest models pedestrians are represented by
partiles without any intelligene. Usually the behaviour of these partiles
is determined by fores. This approah an be extended e.g. by allowing
dierent internal states of the partiles so that they reat dierently to
the same fore depending on the internal state. This an be interpreted
as some kind of intelligene and leads to more omplex approahes, like
multi-agent models. Roughly speaking, the number of parameters in a
model is a good measure for delity in the sense introdued here, but note
that higher delity does not neessarily mean that empirial observations
are reprodued better!
It should be mentioned that a lear lassiation aording to the hara-
teristis outlined here is not always possible. In the following we will desribe
some model lasses in more detail.
4.1 Fluid-dynami and gaskineti models
Pedestrian dynamis has some obvious similarities with uids. E.g the mo-
tion around obstales appears to follow streamlines. Motion at interme-
diate densities is restrited (short-ranged orrelations). Therefore it is not
surprising that, very muh like for vehiular dynamis, the earliest models
of pedestrian dynamis took inspiration from hydrodynamis or gas-kineti
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theory [51, 62, 69, 70℄. Typially these marosopi models are deterministi,
fore-based and of low delity.
Henderson [61,62℄ has tried to establish an analogy of large rowds with a
lassial gas. From measurements of motion in dierent rowds in a low den-
sity (gaseous) phase he found a good agreement of the veloity distribution
funtions with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [61℄.
Motivated by this observation, he has later developed a uid-dynami the-
ory of pedestrian ow [62℄. Desribing the interations between the pedestrians
as a ollision proess where the partiles exhange momenta and energy, a ho-
mogeneous rowd an be desribed by the well-known kineti theory of gases.
However, the interpretation of the quantities is not entirely lear, e.g. what
the analogues of pressure and temperature are in the ontext of pedestrian
motion. Temperature ould be identied with the veloity variane, whih is
related to the distribution of desired veloities, whereas the pressure expresses
the desire to move against a fore in a ertain diretion.
The appliability of lassial hydrodynamial models is based on several
onservation laws. The onservation of mass, orresponding to onservation
of the total number of pedestrians, is expressed through a ontinuity equation
of the form
∂ρ(r, t)
∂t
+∇ · J(r, t) = 0 , (6)
whih onnets the loal density ρ(r, t) with the urrent J(r, t). This equation
an be generalized to inlude soure and sink terms. However, the assumption
of onservation of energy and momentum is not true for interations between
pedestrians whih in general do not even satisfy Newton's Third Law (atio
= reatio). In [51℄ several other dierenes to normal uids were pointed out,
e.g. the anisotropy of interations or the fat that pedestrians usually have an
individual preferred diretion of motion.
In [51℄ a better founded uid-dynamial desription was derived on the ba-
sis of a gaskineti model whih desribes the system in terms of a density fun-
tion f(r,v, t). The dynamis of this funtion is determined by Boltzmann's
transport equation that desribes its hange for a given state as dierene of
inow and outow due to binary ollisions.
An important new aspet in pedestrian dynamis is the existene of desired
diretions of motion whih allows to distinguish dierent groups µ of partiles.
The orresponding densities fµ hange in time due to four dierent eets:
1. A relaxation term with harateristi time τ desribes tendeny of pedes-
trians to approah their intended veloities.
2. The interation between pedestrians is modeled by a Stosszahlansatz as
in the Boltzmann equation. Here pair interations between types µ and ν
our with a total rate that is proportional to the densities fµ and fν .
3. Pedestrians are allowed to hange from type µ to ν whih e.g. aounts
for turning left or right at a rossing.
4. Additional gain and loss terms allow to model entranes and exits where
pedestrian an enter or leave the system.
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The resulting uid-dynami equations derived from this gaskineti ap-
proah are similar to that of ordinary uids. However, due to the dierent
types of pedestrians, orresponding to individuals who have approximately
the same desired veloity, one atually obtains a set of oupled equations de-
sribing several interating uids. These equations ontain additional hara-
teristi terms desribing the approah to the intended veloity and the hange
of uid-type due to interations in avoidane manoevers.
Equilibrium is approahed through the tendeny to walk with the intended
veloity, not through interations as in ordinary uids. Momentum and en-
ergy are not onserved in pedestrian motion, but the relaxation towards the
intended veloity desribes a tendeny to restore these quantities.
Unsurprisingly for a marosopi approah, the gas-kineti models have
problems at low densities. For a disussion, see e.g. [51℄.
Handalulation method
For pratial appliations eetive engineering tools have been developed from
the hydrodynamial desription. In engineering these are often alled handal-
ulation methods. One ould also lassify some of them as queing models sine
the entral idea is to desribe pedestrian dynamis as ow on a network with
links of limited apaities. These methods allow to alulate evauation times
in a relatively simple way that does not require any simulations. Parameters
entering in the alulations an be adapted to the situation that is studied. Of-
ten they are based on empirial results, e.g. evauation trials. Details about
this kind of models an be found in Se. 5.1.
4.2 Soial-Fore Models
The soial-fore model [59℄ is a deterministi ontinuum model in whih the
interations between pedestrians are implemented by using the onept of
a soial fore or soial eld [103℄. It is based on the idea that hanges in
behaviour an be understood in terms of elds or fores. Applied to pedestrian
dynamis the soial fore F
(soc)
j represents the inuene of the environment
(other pedestrians, infrastruture) and hanges the veloity vj of pedestrian
j. Thus it is responsible for aeleration whih justies the interpretation as
a fore. The basi equation of motion for a pedestrian of mass mj is then of
the general form
dvj
dt
= f
(pers)
j + f
(soc)
j + f
(phys)
j (7)
where f
(soc)
j =
1
mj
F
(soc)
j =
∑
l 6=j f
(soc)
jl is the total (spei) fore due to the
other pedestrians. f
(pers)
j denotes a personal fore whih makes the pedes-
trians attempt to move with their own preferred veloity v
(0)
j and thus ats
as a driving term. It is given given by
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f
(pers)
j =
v
(0)
j − vj
τj
(8)
where τj reation or aeleration time. In high density situations also physial
fores f
(phys)
jl beome important, e.g. frition and ompression when pedestri-
ans make ontat.
The most important ontribution to the soial fore f
(soc)
j omes from the
territorial eet, i.e. the private sphere. Pedestrians feel unomfortable if they
get too lose to others, whih eetively leads to a repulsive fore between
them. Similar eets are observed for the environment, e.g. people prefer not
to walk too lose to walls.
Sine soial fores are diult to determine empirially, some assumptions
have to be made. Usually an exponential form is assumed. Desribing the
pedestrians as disks of radius Rj and position (of the enter of mass) rj , the
typial struture of the fore between the pedestrians is desribed by [57℄
f
(soc)
jl = Aj exp
[
Rjl −∆rjl
ξj
]
njl (9)
with Rjl = Rj + Rl, the sum of the disk radia, ∆rjl = |rj − rl|, the distane
between the enters of mass, njl =
rj−rl
∆rjl
, the normalized vetor pointing form
pedestrian l to j. Aj an be interpreted as strength, ξj as the range of the
interations.
The appeal of the soial-fore model is given mainly by the analogy to
Newtonian dynamis. For the solution of the equations of motion of Newto-
nian many-partile systems the well-founded moleular dynamis tehnique
exists. However, in most studies so far the distintions between pedestrian
and Newtonian dynamis are not disussed in detail. A straightforward im-
plementation of the equations of motion negleting these distintions an lead
to unrealisti movement of single pedestrians. For example negative veloities
in the main moving diretion an not be exluded in general even if asym-
metri interations (violating Newton's Third Law) between the pedestrians
are hosen. Another eet is the ourrene of veloities higher then the pre-
ferred veloity v
(0)
j due to the fores on pedestrians in the moving diretion.
To prevent this eet additional restritions for the degrees of freedom have to
been introdued, see for example [59℄, or the superposition of fores has to be
disarded [177℄. A general disussion of the limited analogy between Newton
dynamis and the soial-fore model as well as the onsequenes for model
implementations is still missing.
Apart from the ad ho introdution of interations the struture of the
soial-fore model an also be derived from an extremal priniple [63, 67℄. It
follows under the assumption that pedestrian behaviour is determined by the
desire to minimize a ertain ost funtion whih takes into aount not only
kinemati aspets and walking omfort, but also deviations from a planned
route.
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4.3 Cellular Automata
Cellular automata (CA) are rule-based dynamial models that are disrete
in spae, time and state variable whih in the ase of tra usually orre-
sponds to the veloity. The disreteness in time means that the positions of
the agents are updated in well dened steps. In omputer simulations this is
realized through a parallel or synhronous update where all pedestrians move
at the same time. The timestep orresponds to a natural timesale ∆t whih
ould e.g. be identied with some reation time. This an be used for the al-
ibration of the model whih is essential for making quantitative predetions.
A natural spae disretization an be derived from the maximal densities ob-
served in dense rowds whih gives the minimal spae requirement of one
person. Usually eah ell in the CA an only be oupied by one partile
(exlusion priniple) so that this spae requirement an be identied with
the ell size. In this way, a maximal density of 6.25 P/m
2
[193℄ leads to a
ell size of 40 × 40 m2. Sometimes ner disretizations are more appropri-
ate (see Se. 4.5). In this ase pedestrians orrespond to extended partiles
that oupy more than one ell (e.g. four ells). The exlusion priniple and
the modelling of humans as non-ompressible partiles mimiks short-range
repulsive interations, i.e. the private-sphere.
The dynamis is usually dened by rules whih speify the transition prob-
abilities for the motion to one of the neighbouring ells (Fig. 9). The models
dier in the speiation of these probabilites as well in that of the neigh-
bourhood. For deterministi models all exept of one probability are zero.
0,0 0,10,-1
-1,0
1,0
p
p
p
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Fig. 9. A partile, its possible diretions of motion and the orresponding transition
probabilities pij for the ase of a von Neumann neighbourhood.
The rst ellular automata (CA) models [7, 42, 90, 127℄ for pedestrian dy-
namis an be onsidered two-dimensional variants of the asymmetri simple
exlusion proess (ASEP) (for reviews, see [9, 24, 173℄) or models for ity or
highway tra [6, 16, 133℄ based on it. Most of these models represent pedes-
trians by partiles withouth any internal degrees of freedom. They an move
to one of the neighbouring ells based on ertain transition probabilities whih
are determined by three fators: (1) the desired diretion of motion, e.g. to
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nd the shortest onnetion, (2) interations with other pedestrians, and (3)
interations with the infrastruture (walls, doors, et.).
Fukui-Ishibashi model
One of the rst CA models for pedestrian dynamis has been proposed by
Fukui and Ishibashi [41, 42℄ and is based on a two-dimensional variant of
the ASEP. They have studied bidiretional motion in a long orridor where
partiles moving in opposite diretions are updated alternatingly. Partiles
move deterministially in their desired diretion, only if the desired ell is
oupied by an oppositely moving partile they make a random sidestep.
Various extensions and variations of the model have bee proposed, e.g.
an asymmetri variant [127℄ where walkers prefer lane hanges to the right,
dierent update types [194℄, simultaneous (exhange) motion of pedestrians
standing fae-to-fae [72℄, or the possibility of bakstepping [107℄. The in-
uene of the shape of the partiles has been investigated in [132℄. Also other
geometries [129, 182℄ and extensions to full 2-dimensional motion have been
studied in various modiations [106,107,128℄
Blue-Adler model
The model of Blue and Adler [7, 8℄ is based on a variant of the Nagel-
Shrekenberg model [133℄ of highway tra. Pedestrian motion is onsidered
in analogy to a multi-lane highway. The struture of the rules is similar to
the basi two-lane rules suggested in [159℄. The update is performed in four
steps whih are applied to all pedestrians in parallel. In the rst step eah
pedestrian hooses a preferred lane. In the seond step the lane hanges are
performed. In the third step the veloities are determined based on the avail-
able gap in the new lanes. Finally, in the fourth step the pedestrians move
forward aording to the veloities determined in the previous step.
In ounterow situations head-on-onits our. These are resolved stohas-
tially and with some probability opposing pedestrians are allowed to ex-
hange positions within one timestep. Note that the motion of a single pedes-
trian (not interating with others) is deterministi otherwise.
Dierent from the Fukui-Ishibashi model motion is not restrited to
nearest-neighbour sites. Instead pedestrians an have dierent veloities vmax
whih orrespond to the maximal number of ells they are allowed to move
forward. In ontrast to vehiular tra, aeleration to vmax an be assumed
to be instantaneous in pedestrian motion.
In order to study the eets of inhomogeneities, the pedestrians are as-
signed dierent maximal veloities vmax. Fast walkers have vmax = 4, stan-
dard walkers vmax = 3 and slow walkers vmax = 2. The ell size is assumed to
be 50 m× 50 m. The best agreement with empirial observations has been
ahieved with 5% slow and 5% fast walkers [8℄. Furthermore the fundamental
diagram in more omplex situations, like bi- or four-diretional ows have
been investigated.
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Gipps-Marksjös model
A more sophistiated disrete model has been suggested by Gipps and Mark-
sjös [46℄ already in 1985. One motivation for developing a disrete model was
the limited omputer power at that time. Therefore a disrete model, whih
reprodues the properties of pedestrian motion realistially, was in many re-
spets a real improvement over the existing ontinuum approahes.
Interations between pedestrians are assumed to be repulsive antiipating
the idea of soial fores (see Se. 4.2). The pedestrians move on a grid of
retangular ells of size 0.5×0.5m. To eah ell a sore is assigned based on its
proximity to other pedestrians. This sore represents the repulsive interations
and the atual motion is then determined by the ompetition between these
repulsion and the gain of approahing the destination. Applying this proedure
to all pedestrians, to eah ell a potential value is assigned whih is the sum
of the individual ontributions. The pedestrian then selets the ell of its nine
neighbours (Moore neighbourhood) whih leads to the maximum benet. This
benet is dened as the dierene between the gain of moving loser to the
destination and the ost of moving loser to other pedestrians as represented
by the potential. This requires a suitable hosen gain funtion P .
The updating is done sequentially to avoid onits of several pedestrians
trying to move to the same position. In order to model dierent veloities,
faster pedestrians are updated more frequently. Note that the model dynamis
is deterministi.
Floor eld CA
The oor eld CA [13, 14, 86, 167℄ an also be onsidered as an extension of
the ASEP. However, the transition transition probabilities to neighbouring
ells are no longer xed but vary dynamially. This is motivated by the pro-
ess of hemotaxis (see [5℄ for a review) used by some insets (e.g. ants) for
ommuniation. They reate a hemial trae to guide other individuals to
food soures. In this way a omplex trail system is formed that has many
similarites with human transport networks.
In the approah of [14℄ the pedestrians also reate a trae. In ontrast
to hemotaxis, however, this trae is only virtual although one ould assume
that it orresponds to some abstrat representation of the path in the mind
of the pedestrians. Although this is mainly a tehnial trik whih redues
interations to loal ones that allow eient simulations in arbitrary geome-
tries, one ould also think of the trail as reprentation of the paths in the mind
of a pedestrian. The loality beomes important in omplex geometries as no
algorithm is required to hek whether the interation between partiles is
sreened by walls et. The number of interation terms always grows linearly
with the number of partiles.
The translation into loal interations is ahieved by the introdution of
so-alled oor elds. The transition probabilities for all pedestrians depend on
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the strength of the oor elds in their neighbourhood in suh a way that tran-
sitions in the diretion of larger elds are preferred. The dynami oor eld
Dij orresponds to a virtual trae whih is reated by the motion of the pedes-
trians and in turn inuenes the motion of other individuals. Furthermore it
has its own dynamis, namely through diusion and deay, whih leads to a
dilution and nally the vanishing of the trae after some time. The stati oor
eld Sij does not hange with time sine it only takes into aount the eets
of the surroundings. Therefore it exists even without any pedestrians present.
It allows to model e.g. preferred areas, walls and other obstales. Fig. 10 shows
the stati oor eld used for the simulation of evauations from a room with
a single door. Its strength dereases with inreasing distane from the door.
Sine the pedestrian prefer motion into the diretion of larger elds, this is
already suient to nd the door.
Coupling onstants ontrol the relative inuene of both elds. For a strong
oupling to the stati eld pedestrians will hoose the shortest path to the exit.
This orresponds to a 'normal' situation. A strong oupling to the dynami
eld implies a strong herding behaviour where pedestrians try to follow the
lead of others. This often happens in emergeny situations.
Fig. 10. Left: Stati oor eld for the simulation of an evauation from a large
room with a single door. The door is loated in the middle of the upper boundary
and the eld strength is inreasing with inreasing intensity. Right: Snapshot of the
dynamial oor eld reated by people leaving the room.
The model uses a fully parallel update. Therefore onits an our where
dierent partiles hoose the same destination ell. This is relevant for high
density situations and happens in all models with parallel update if motion
in dierent diretions is allowed. Conits have been onsidered a tehnial
problem for a long time and usually the dynamis has been modied in order to
avoid them. The simplest method is to update pedestrians sequentially instead
of using a fully parallel dynamis. However, this leads to other problems, e.g.
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the identiation of the relevant timesale. Therefore it has been suggested
in [84℄ to take these onits seriously as an important part of the dynamis.
For the oor eld model it has been shown in [85℄ that the behaviour
beomes more realisti if not all onits are resolved in the sense that one
of pedestrian is allowed to move whereas the others stay at their positions.
Instead with probability µ ∈ [0, 1], whih is alled frition parameter, the
movement of all involved pedestrians is denied [85℄ (see Fig. 11). This allows
t t + 1
µ
Fig. 11. Refused movement due to the frition parameter µ (for m = 4).
to desribe logging eets between the pedestrians in a muh more detailed
way [85℄. µ works as some kind of loal pressure between the pedestrians. If
µ is high, the pedestrians handiap eah other trying to reah their desired
target sites. This loal eet an have enormous inuene on marosopi
quantities like ow and evauation time [85℄. Note that the kind of frition
introdued here only inuenes interating partiles, not the average veloity
of a freely moving pedestrian.
Surprisingly the qualitative behaviour of the oor eld model and the
soial-fore model is very similar despite the fat that the interations are
very dierent. In the oor eld model interations are attrative whereas they
are repulsive in the soial-fore model. However, in the latter interations are
between partile densities. In ontrast in the oor eld model the partile
density interats with the veloity density.
4.4 Other Approahes
Lattie-gas models
In 1986, Frish, Hasslaher, and Pomeau [35℄ have shown that one does not
have to take into aount the detailed moleular motion within uids in order
to obtain a realisti piture of (2d) uid dynamis. They proposed a lattie
gas model [164,165℄ on a triangular lattie with hexagonal symmetry whih is
similar in spirit to CA models, but the exlusion priniple is relaxed: Partiles
with dierent veloities are allowed to oupy the same site. Note that the
allowed veloities dier only in the diretion, not the absolute value. The dy-
namis is based on a suession of ollision and propagation that an be hosen
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in suh a way that the oarse-grained averages of this mirosopi dynamis
is asymptotially equivalent to the Navier-Stokes equations of inompressible
uids.
In [108℄ a kind of mesosopi approah inspired by these lattie gas models
has been suggested as a model for pedestrian dynamis. In analogy with the
desription of transport phenomena in uids (e.g. the Boltzmann equation)
the dynamis is based on a suession of ollision and propagation. Pedestrians
Fig. 12. The dynamis of lattie gas models proeeds in two steps. Pedestrians
oming from neighbouring sites interat in the ollision step where veloities are
redistributed. In the propagation step the pedestrians move to neighbour sites in
the diretions determined in the ollision step.
are modelled as partiles moving on a triangular lattie whih have a preferred
diretion of motion cF . However, the partiles do not follow stritly this di-
retion by have also a tendeny to move with the ow. Furthermore at high
densities the rowd motion is inuened by a kind of frition whih slows
down the pedestrians. This is ahieved by reduing the number of individuals
allowed to move to neighbouring sites.
As in a lattie gas model [165℄, the dynamis now onsists of two steps.
In the propagation step eah pedestrian moves to the neighbour site in the
diretion of its veloity vetor. In the ollision step the partiles interat and
new veloities (diretions) are determined. In ontrast to physial systems,
momentum et. does not need to be onserved during the ollision step. These
onsiderations lead to a ollision step that takes into aount the favorite
diretion cF , the loal density (the number of pedestrians at the ollision site),
and a quantity alled mobility at all neighbour sites whih is a normalized
measure of the loal ow after the ollision.
Optimal-veloity model
The optimal veloity (OV) model originally introdued for the desription of
highway tra an be generalized to higher dimensions [134℄ whih allows its
appliation to pedestrian dynamis.
In the two-dimensional extension of the OV model the equation of motion
for partile i is given by
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d2
dt2
xi(t) = a
{
V0 +
∑
j
V(xj(t)− xi(t))− d
dt
xi(t)
}
, (10)
where xi = (xi, yi) i the position of partile i. It an be onsidered as a
speial ase of the general soial-fore model (7) without physial fores. The
optimal-veloity funtion
V(xj − xi) = f(rij)(1 + cosϕ) nij , (11)
f(rij) = α{tanhβ(rij − b) + c}, (12)
where rij = |xj − xi|, cosϕ = (xj − xi)/rij and nij = (xj − xi)/rij is de-
termined by interations with other pedestrians. V0 is a onstant vetor that
represents a `desired veloity' at whih an isolated pedestrian would move.
The strength of the interation depends on the distane rij between the ith
and jth partiles, and on the angle ϕ between the diretions of xj − xi and
the urrent veloity
d
dt
xi. Due to the term (1 + cosϕ), a partile reats more
sensitively to partiles in front than those behind.
Now two ases an be distinguished, namely repulsive and attrative in-
terations. The former is relevant for pedestrian dynamis whereas the latter
is more suitable for biologial motion. Therefore for pedestrian motion one
hooses c = 1 whih implies f < 0.
A detailed analysis [134℄ shows that the model exhibits a rih phase dia-
gram inluding the formation of various patterns.
Other models
We briey mention a few other model approahes that have been suggested.
In [10℄ a disretized version of the soial-fore model has been introdued and
shown to reprodue qualitatively the observed olletive phenomena.
In [141℄ a magneti fore model has been proposed where pedestrians and
their goals are treated as magneti poles of opposite sign.
Another lass of models is based on ideas from queuing theory. In priniple,
some handalulation methods an be onsidered as a marosopi queuing
model. Typially rooms are represented as nodes in the queuing network and
links orrespond to doors. In mirosopi approahes in the movement proess
eah agent hooses a new node, e.g. aording to some probability [105℄.
4.5 Theoretial Results
As emphasized in Se. 3.2, the olletive eets observed in the motion of
pedestrian rowds are a diret onsequene of the mirosopi dynamis. These
eets are reprodued quite well by some models, e.g. the soial-fore and
oor-eld model, at least on a qualitative level. As mentioned before, the
qualitative behaviour of the two models is rather similar despite the very dif-
ferent implementation of the interations. This indiates a ertain robustness
of the olletive phenomena observed.
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As an example we disuss the formation of lanes in ounterow forma-
tion. Empirially one observes a strong tendeny to follow immediately in the
wake of another person heading into the same diretion. Suh lane formation
was reprodued in the soial-fore model [56, 59℄ as well as in the oor-eld
model [14, 76℄ (see Fig. 13). While the formation of lanes in general is essen-
tial to avoid deadloks and thus keep the hane to reprodue realisti uxes,
the number of diretion hanges per meter ross setion is a parameter whih
in reality ruially depends on the situation [76℄: The longer a ounterow
situation is assumed to persist, the less lanes per meter ross setion an be
found. The orret reprodution of ounterow is an issue for an aomodat-
ing animation, but more or less unimportant for the marosopi observables.
This is probably the main reason why there seems to have been not muh
eort put into the attempt to reprodue dierent kinds of lane formation in
a ontrolled, situation-dependent manner.
Fig. 13. Lane formation in the oor-eld model. The entral window is the orridor
and the light and dark squares are right- and left-moving pedestrians, respetively.
In the bottom part well-separated lanes an be observed whereas in the top part the
motion is still disordered. The right part of the gure shows the oor elds for the
right-movers (upper half) and left-movers (lower half).
On the quantitative side, the fundamental diagram is the rst and most
serious test for any model. Sine most quantitative results rely on the fun-
damental diagram it an be onsidered the most important harateristis of
pedestrian dynamis. It is not only relevant for movement in a orridor or
through a bottlenek, but also as an important determinant of evauation
times. However, as emphasized earlier, there is urrently no onsensus on the
empirial form of the fundamental diagram. Therefore a alibration of the
model parameters is urrently not sensible.
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Most ellular automata models are based on the asymmetri simple ex-
lusion proess. This stritly one-dimensional stohasti proess has a funda-
mental diagram whih is symmetri around density ρ = 1/2. Lane hanges in
two-dimensional extensions lead only to a small shift towards smaller densi-
ties. Despite the disrepanies in the empirial results, an almost symmetri
fundamental diagram an be exluded.
Based on the experiene with modelling of highway tra [16,133℄ there-
fore models with higher speeds have been introdued whih naturally lead to
an asymmetri fundamental diagram. Typially this is implemented by allow-
ing the agents to move more than one ell per update step [82, 83, 87, 95, 196,
197℄. These model variants have been shown to be exible enough to reprodue
e.g. Weidmann's fundamental diagram for the ow in a orridor [193℄ with high
preision. Usually in the simulations a homogeneous population is assumed.
However in reality dierent pedestrians have dierent properties like walking
speed, motivation et. This is easily taken into aount in every mirosopi
model. There are many parameters that ould potentially have an inuene
on the fundamental diagram. However, the urrent empirial situation does
not allow to deide this question.
Another problem ouring in CA models has its origin in the disreteness
of spae. Through the hoie of the lattie disretization spae is no longer
isotropi. Motion in diretions not parallel to the main axis of the lattie
are diult to realize and an only be approximated by a sequene of steps
parallel to the main diretions.
Higher veloities require also the extension of the neighbourhood of a par-
tile whih is no longer idential to the ells adjaent to the urrent position.
A natural denition of neighbourhood orresponds to those ells that ould
be reahed within one timestep. In this way the introdution of higher veloi-
ties also redues the problem of spae isotropy as the neighbourhoods beome
more isotropi for larger veloities.
Other solutions to this problem have been proposed. One way is to ount
the number of diagonal steps and let the agent suspend from moving following
ertain rules whih depend on the number of diagonal steps [172℄. A similar
idea is to sum up the real distane that an agent has moved during one
round: A diagonal step ounts
√
2 and a horizontal or vertial one 1. An agent
has to nish its round as soon as this sum is bigger than its speed [87℄. A
third possibility - whih works for arbitrary speeds - is to assign seletion
probabilities to eah of the four lattie positions whih are adjaent to the
exat nal position [196, 197℄. Naturally these probabilities are proportional
to the square area between the exat nal position and the lattie point, as in
this ase the probabilities are normalized by onstrution if one has a square
lattie with points on all integer number ombinations. However, one also
ould think of other methods to alulate the probability.
For the soial-fore model, the speiation of the repulsive interation
(with and without hard ore, exponential or reiproal with distane) as
well as the parameter sets for the fores hanges in dierent publiations
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[56,57,59,114℄. In [55℄ the authors state that most observed self-organization
phenomena are quite insensitive to the speiation of interation fores.
However, at least for the fundamental diagram, a relation onneted with
all phenomena in pedestrian dynamis, this statement is questionable. As re-
marked in [54℄ the reprodution of the fundamental diagram requires a less
simple speiation of the repulsive interation fores. Indeed in [177℄ it was
shown that the hoie of hard-ore fores or repulsive soft interations as well
as the partiular parameter set an strongly inuene the resulting fundamen-
tal diagram regarding qualitative as well as quantitative eets.
Also a more realisti behaviour at higher densities requires a modiation
of the basi model. Here the use of density-dependent desired veloities leads
to a redution of the otherwise unrealistially large number of ollisions [10℄.
The partiular speiation of fores and the previously mentioned prob-
lem with Newton's Third law an lead in priniple to some unwanted eets,
like momentary veloities larger than the preferred veloity [59℄ or the pen-
etration of pedestrians into eah other or into walls [98℄. It is possible that
these eets an be suppressed for ertain parameter sets by ontat or fri-
tion fores, but the general appearane is not exluded. Only in the rst pub-
liation [59℄ restritions for the veloity are expliitly formulated to prevent
veloities larger the the intended speed and other authors tried to improve
the model by introduing more parameters [98℄. But additional parameter and
artial restritions of variables diminish the simpliity and thus the attra-
tiveness of the model. A general disussion how to deal with these problems of
the soial-fore model and a veriation that the observed phenomena are not
limited to a ertain speiation of the interation and a speial parameter
set is up to now still missing.
While the realisti reprodution within the empirial range of these maro-
sopi observables, espeially the fundamental diagram, is absolutely essen-
tial to guarantee safety standards in evauation simulations, and while a user
should always be distrustful of models where no fundamental diagram has
ever been published, it is by no means suient to exlusively hek for the
realism of marosopi observables. On the mirosopi level there is a large
amount of phenomena whih need to be reprodued realistially, be it just
to make a simulation animation look realistially or be it for the reason that
mirosopi eets an often easily inuene marosopi observables.
If one ompares simulations of bottlenek ows with real events, one ob-
serves that in simulations the form of the queue in front of bottleneks is often
a half-irle, while in reality it is drop- or wedge-shaped. In most ases this
disrepany probably does not have an inuene on the simulated evauation
time, but it is interesting to note, where it originates from. Most simulation
models impliitly or expliitly use some kind of utility maximation to steer
the pedestrians  with the utility being aforemost inversely proportional to
the distane from the nearest exit. This obviously leads to half-irle-shaped
queues in front of bottleneks. So wherever one observes queues dierent than
half-irles, people have exhanged their normal utility funtion based on the
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distane with something else. One suh alternative utility funtion ould be
that people are just urious what is inside or behind the bottlenek, so they
need to seek a position where they an look into it. A more probable explana-
tion would be that in any ase it is the time distane not the spatial distane
whih is seeked to be minimized. As anyone knows about the inesapable loss
in time a bottlenek means for the whole waiting group, the preise waiting
spot is not that important. However, in soieties with a strong feeling for egal-
ity, people strongly would wish to equally distribute the waiting time and keep
a rst-in-rst-out priniple, whih an best be aomplished and ontrolled
when the queue is more or less one-dimensional, respetively just as wide as
the bottlenek itself.
Finally it should be mentioned that theoretial investigations based on
simulations of models for pedestrian dynamis have lead to the predition of
some surprising and ounter-intuitive olletive phenomena, like the redution
of evauation times through additional olumns near exits (see Se. 3.5) or
the faster-is-slower [57℄ and freezing-by-heating eet [56℄. However, so far the
empirial evidene for the relevane or even ourane of these eets in real
situations is rather sare.
5 Appliations
In the following setion we disuss more pratial aspets of based on the
modelling onepts presented in Se. 4. Tools of dierent sophistiation have
been developed that are nowadays routinely used in safety analysis. The latter
beomes more and more relevant sine many publi failities have to fulll
ertain legal standards. As an example we mention airrafts whih have to
be evauated within 90 seonds. The simulations et. are already used in the
planning stages beause hanges of the design at a later stage are diult and
expensive.
For this kind of safety analysis tools of dierent sophistiation have been
developed. Some of them mainly are able to predit just evauation times
whereas others are based on mirosopi simulations whih allow also to study
various external inuenes (re, smoke, ...) in muh detail.
5.1 Calulation of Evauation Times
The basi idea of handalulation methods has already briey been desribed
at the end of Se. 4.1. Here we want to disuss its pratial aspets in more
detail.
The approah has been developed sine the middle of the 1950s [186℄. The
basi idea of these methods is the assumption that people an be alulated
or behave like uids. Knowledge of the ow (see Equ. 1) and the tehnial
data of the faility are then suient to evaluate evauation times et.
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Handalulation methods an be divided in two major approahes: meth-
ods with dynami ow [36,43,7880,136,151,152,163,193℄ and methods with
xed ow [110,123126,137,145,174,186℄. As methods with dynami ow
we all methods where the pedestrian ow is dependent from the density of
the pedestrian stream (see Se. 3.3) in the seleted faility, thus the ow an
be obtained from fundamental diagrams (see Se. 3.4) or it is expliitly pre-
sribed in the hosen method. This ow an hange during movement through
the building, e.g. by using stairs, thus the pedestrian stream has a dynami
ow. Methods with xed ow do not use this onept of relationship between
density and ow. In this methods seleted failities (e.g. stairs or doors) has
a xed ow whih is independent from the density, that is usually not used
in this methods. The xed ow usually based upon empirial and measured
data of ow, whih are speied for a speial type of buidling, like high-rise
buildings or railway stations, for example. Beause of muh simpliations in
these xed ow methods a alulation an always be done very fast.
Methods with dynami ow allow the user to desribe the ondition
of the pedestrian ow in every part of the seleted building or environ-
ment, beause they are mostly based upon the ontinuity equation, thus
it is possible to alulate dierent kind of buildings. This allows the user
to alulate transitions from wide to narrow, oor to door, oor to stair,
et. The disadvantage is that some these methods are very elaborate and
time-intensive. But not in general a method with dynami ow is om-
pliated to alulate, thus we want to divide handalulation methods in
simple [36, 43, 110, 123126, 136, 137, 145, 151, 163, 174, 186, 193℄ and om-
plex [7880,152℄ for evauation alulation. All of these handalulation meth-
ods are able to predit total evauation times for a seleted building, but dif-
ferenes between dierent methods are still alive. Thus the user has to ensure
that he is familiar with assumptions made by eah method to ensure that a
result is interpreted in a orret way [161℄.
5.2 Simulation of Evauation Proesses
Before we go into the details of evauation simulation, let us briey larify
its sope and limitations and ontrast it to other methods used in evauation
analysis. When analyzing evauation proesses, three dierent approahes an
be identied: (1) risk assessment, (2) optimization, and (3) simulation. The
aim and result of risk-assessment is a list of events and their onsequenes (e.g.
damage, nanial loss, loss of life), i.e. usually an event tree with probabili-
ties and expetation values for nanial loss. Optimization aims at, roughly
speaking, minimizing the evauation time and reduing the area and duration
of ongestion. And nally, simulation desribes a system with respet to its
funtion and behavior by investigating a model of the system. This model is
usually non-analyti, does not provide expliit equations for the alulation
of, e.g. evauation time. Of ourse, simulations are used for optimization in
a more general sense, too, i.e. they an be part of an optimization. This holds
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for risk assessment, too, if simulations are used to determine the outomes of
the dierent senarios in the event tree.
In evauation analysis the system is, generally speaking, a group of per-
sons in an environment. More speially, four omponents (sub-systems/sub-
models) of the system evauation proess an be identied: (1) geometry, (2)
environment, (3) population, and (4) hazards [44℄. Any evauation simulation
must at least take into aount (1) and (3). The behavior of the persons (whih
an be desribed on the strategi, tatial, and operational level  see Se. 4)
level is part of the population sub-model. An alternative way of desribing the
behavior is aording to its algorithmi representation: no behavior modeling -
funtional analogy - impliit representation (equation) - rule based - artiial
intelligene [44℄.
Hazards are in the ontext of evauation rst of all re and smoke, whih
then require a toxiity sub-model, e.g. the frational eetive dose model
(FED), to assess their physiologial eet of toxi gases and temperature [26℄.
Further hazards to take into aount might be earthquakes, oodings, or in the
ase of ships, list, heel, or roll motion. The sub-model environment omprises
all other inuenes that aet the evauation proess, e.g. exit signs, surfae
texture, publi address system, et.
In summary, aims of an evauation analysis and simulation are to provide
feedbak and hints for improvement at an early stage of design, information for
safer and more rigorous regulations, improvement of emergeny preparedness,
training of sta, and aident investigation [44℄. They usually do not provide
diret results on the probability of a senario or a systemati searh for optimal
geometries.
Calulation of Overall Evauation Time, Identiation of
Congestion, and Corretive Ations
The sope of this setion is to show general results that an be obtained by
evauation simulations. They are general in the sense that they an basi-
ally be obtained by any stohasti and mirosopi model, i.e. apart from
these two requirements, the results are not model spei. In detail, ve dif-
ferent results of evauation simulations an be distinguished: (1) distribution
of evauation times, (2) evauation urve (number of persons evauated vs.
time), (3) sequene of the evauation (e.g. snapshots/sreenshots at spei
times, e.g. every minute), and (4) identiation of ongestion, usually based
on density and time. Espeially the last point (4) needs some more explana-
tion: Congestion is dened based on density. Notwithstanding the diulties
when measuring density, we suggest density as the most suitable riterion for
the identiation of ongestion. In addition to the mere ourene of densities
exeeding a ertain threshold (say 3.5 persons per square meter), the time this
threshold is exeeded is another neessary ondition for a sensible denition
of ongestion. In the ase presented here, 10% of the overall evauation time
is used. Both riteria are in aordane with the IMO regulations [118℄.
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Based on these results, evauation time and areas of ongestion, orretive
ations an be taken. The most straightforward measure would be a hange of
geometry, i.e. shorter or wider esape paths (oors, stairs, doors). This an be
diretly put into the geometry sub-model, the simulation be re-run, and the
result heked. Seondly, the signage and therefore the orientation apability
ould be improved. This is not as straightforward as geometrial hanges. It
does depend more heavily on the model harateristis how these hanges
inuene the evauation sequene.
We will not go into these details in the following two setions but rather
show two typial examples for evauation simulations and the results obtained.
We will also not disuss the results in detail, sine they are of an illustrative
nature in the ontext of this artile. The following examples are based on
investigations that have been performed using a ellular automaton model
whih is desribed along with the simulation program in [89,111℄.
Simulation Example 1 - Hotel
The rst example we show is a hotel with 8069 persons. In g. 15 only the
ground oor is shown. There are nine oors altogether. The upper oors in-
uene the ground oor only via the stair landings and the exits adjaent to
them. Most of the 8069 persons are initially loated in the ground oor, sine
the theatre and onferene area is loated there. The upper oors are mainly
overing bedrooms and some small onferene areas.
The rst step in our example (whih might well be a useful reipe for
evauation analyses in general and is again in aordane with [118℄) is to
perform a statistial analysis. To this end, 500 samples are simulated. The
evauation time of a single run is the time it takes for all persons to get out. In
this ontext, no re or smoke are taken into aount. Sine there are stohasti
inuenes in the model used, the signiant overall evauation time is taken
to be the 95-perentil (f. g. 14). Finally, the maximum, minimum, mean,
and signiant values for the evauation urve (number of persons evauated
vs. time) are shown in g. 14, too.
Fig. 14. Frequeny distribution and evauation urve.
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Fig. 15. Initial population distribution and situation after two minutes.
The next gure (g. 16) shows the umulated density. The thresholds (red
areas) are 3.5 persons per square meter and 10% of the overall evauation
time (in this ase 49 seonds). The overall evauation time 8:13 minutes (493
seonds). This value is obtained by taking the 95-perentile of the frequeny
distribution for the overall evauation times (f. g. 14).
Fig. 16. Density plot, i.e. umulated person density exeeding 3.5 persons per square
meter and 10% of overall evauation time.
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Of ourse, a distribution of overall evauation times (for one senario, i.e.
the same initial parameters) an only be obtained by a stohasti model. In a
deterministi model only one single value is alulated for the overall evau-
ation time. The variane of the overall evauation times is due to two eets
in the model used here: the initial position of the persons is determined anew
at the beginning of eah simulation run sine only the statistial properties
of the overall population is set and the motion of the persons is governed by
partially stohasti rules (e.g. probabilisti parameters).
Simulation Example 2 - Passenger Ship
The seond example we will show is a ship. The major dierene to the pre-
vious example is the distintion of (1) assembly phase and (2) embarkation
and launhing.
T = A+
2
3
(E + L) = fsafety · (treact + twalk) + 2
3
(E + L) ≤ 60minutes.
Embarkation and launhing time (E+L) are required to be less than 30 min-
utes. For the sake of the evauation analysis at an early design stage, the sum
of embarkation and launhing time an be assumed to be 30 minutes. There-
fore, the requirement for A is 40 minutes. Alternatively, the embarkation and
launhing time an be determined by an evauation trial.
Fig. 17. Initial distribution for the night ase, density plot for the day ase, and
density plot for the night ase for the AENEAS steamliner.
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Figure 17 shows the layout, initial population distribution (night ase),
density plot for the day ase, and density plot for the night ase. The reation
times are dierent for the day and the night ase: 3 to 7 minutes (equally
distributed) in the one and 7 to 13 minutes in the other ase. The longer rea-
tion time in the night ase results in less ongestion (f. Fig. 17). Both ases
have to be done in the analysis aording to [118℄. Additionally, a seondary
night and day ase are required (making up for four ases altogether): In these
seondary ases the main vertial zone (MVZ) leading to the longest overall
individual assembly time is identied, and then either half of the stairway
apaity in this zone is assumed to be not available, or 50% of the persons
initially loated in this zone have to be lead via one neighbouring zone to the
assembly station.
In the same way as shown for the two examples, simulations an be per-
formed for other types of buildings and vessels. It has been applied to various
passengers ships [112℄ to football stadiums [88℄ and the World Youth Day
2005 [88℄, the Jamarat Bridge in Makkah [88℄, a movie theater and shools
(mainly for alibration and validation) [89℄ and airports [172℄. Of ourse, many
examples of appliation based on various models an be found in the litera-
ture. For an overview, the proeedings of the PED onferene series are an
exellent starting point [45, 171,191℄.
5.3 Comparison of Commerial Software Tools
From a pratial point of view, appliation of models for pedestrian dynamis
and evauation proesses beomes more and more relevant in safety analysis.
This has lead to the development of a number of software tools that, with
dierent sophistiation, to study many aspets without risking the health of
test persons in evauation trials.
Commerial and non-ommerial software tools are based on dierent types
of modeling [97, 188℄ and they beame very popular sine the middle of the
1990s. A rst omparison of dierent ommerial software tools an be found
in [192℄, where they were attested to produe reasonable results. Further
omparisons of real evauation data with software tools or handalulation
methods an be found in [30, 68, 91, 96, 104, 160, 161, 178℄. But results pre-
dited by dierent ommerial software tools an dier by up to 40% for the
same building [96℄. By alulating with dierent assumptions, e.g. dierent
reation times, use of more or less detailed stair models or alulating with
a real oupant load in ontrast to an unertainty analysis, the results may
be dierent, too [96,104℄. Contrary to these results another study [161℄ shows
that alulations with dierent software tools are able to predit total evau-
ation times for high-rise buildings and there are no large dierenes as shown
in [96℄. In [161℄ it is also shown that ommerial software tools are not able to
predit orret evauation times for seleted oors of high-rise buildings with
very low densities. In this ase human behaviour has a very large inuene on
the evauation time ontrary to evauations atwith medium or high densities,
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where human behaviour has an smaller inuene on the evauation time of
seleted areas, beause ongestions appear and ontinue larger than in low
density situations, thus people are obtaining the exit where the ongestion is
still alive [162℄. In low density situations ongestions are very rare, thus people
are moving narrowly with free walking veloity through the building [162℄.
Fig. 18. Comparison of dierent software tools by simulating linear (left) and planar
(right) movement [162℄
Fig. 19. Comparison of dierent software tools by simulating a simple room geom-
etry [162℄
But the results presented in [161℄ also show that ommerial software
tools have sometimes problems with the empirial relationship of density and
walking speed (see Fig. 18). Furthermore it is very important how boundary
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onditions are implemented in these tools (see Fig. 19), and the investigation
of a simple senario of a single room using dierent software tools shows results
diering of about a fator of two (see Fig. 19) [161℄. In this ase all software
tools predit a ongestion at the exit. Furthermore it is possible that the
implemented algorithm fails [161℄. Thus for the user it is hard to know whih
algorithms are implemented in losed-soure tools so that suh a tool must
be onsidered as blak box [147℄. It is also quite diult to ompare results
about density and appearing ongestions alulated by dierent software tools
[162℄ and so it is questionable how these results should be interpreted. But,
as pointed out earlier, reliable empirial data are often missing so that a
validation of software tools or models is quite diult [162℄.
6 Future Diretions
The disussion has shown that the problem of rowd dynamis and evaution
proesses is far from being well understood. One big problem is still the exper-
imental basis. As in many human systems it is diult to perform ontrolled
experiments on a suiently large sale. This would be neessary sine data
from atual emergeny situation is usually not available, at least in suient
quality. Progress should be possible by using modern video and omputer
tehnology whih should allow in priniple to extrat preise data even for
the trajetories of individuals.
The full understanding of the omplex dynamis of evauation proesses
requires ollaboration between engineering, physis, omputer siene, psy-
hology et. Engineering in ooperation with omputer siene will lead to an
improved empirial basis. Methods from physis allow to develop simple but
realisti models that apture the main aspets of the dynamis. Psyhology is
then needed to understand the interations between individuals in suient
detail to get a reliable set of `interation' parameters for the physial models.
In the end these joint eorts will hopefully lead to realisti model for
evauation proesses that not only allow to study these already in the planning
stages of failities, but even allow for a dynamial real-time evauation ontrol
in ase an emergeny ours.
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